RUSSIAN PROSE CLASSES  
*Trinity Term 2019*  
*(All in 47 Wellington Square unless otherwise indicated)*

### FIRST YEAR (Weeks 1-6)

| 1. Prof Jones  
Monday, 12noon  
Basement Seminar Room 2 | 2. Dr Griffiths  
Thursday, 3pm  
Room F.6 | 3. Dr Soloviova  
Thursday, 9am  
Room F.6 |
|------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Elkington, Robert (SEH)  
Fynn, Alex (NEW)  
Holder, William (ORL)  
Otake, Ryuichi (NEW)  
Tegene, Abigail (WOR) | Cowdrey, Elizabeth (QNS)  
Farley, Amelia (NEW)  
Hay, Alessandra (JES)  
King, Thomas (SEH)  
Polley, Benjamin (UNI) | Figes-Jones, Lauren (CCH)  
Lee, Elijah (UNI)  
Tinker, Alexander (SOM)  
Venn, Jonathan (NEW)  
Wyllie, Liliana (JES) |

### SECOND YEAR (Weeks 1-8)

| 1. Mrs Keys  
Tuesday, 3pm  
Ground Floor  
Lecture Room 2 | 2. Mrs Keys  
Friday, 11am  
Ground Floor  
Lecture Room 1 | 3. Dr Unkovskaya  
Wednesday 11am  
Basement Seminar Room 2 | 4. Dr Purkiss  
Wednesday 10am  
Second Floor Lecture Room 2 | 5. Dr Griffiths  
Thursday 2pm  
Room F.6 |
|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|
| Ching, Nicholas  
(NEW)  
Mayther, Delphi  
(STC)  
Richards, Thomas  
(SOM)  
Rowland, Emily  
(CCH) | Brown, Eleanor (SEH)  
Eyles, Constance  
Gadaski, Leo (NEW)  
Khan, Kamran (LMH)  
Wyard, Henry (UNI) | Adams, Charlotte  
(WOR)  
Darby, Isabella  
(WAD)  
O’Donnell, Dominic  
(STP)  
Rattue, Joseph (SOM)  
Wooley, Reuben  
(WAD) | Isaacs, Patrick (STJ)  
Jin, An Ge (NEW)  
Long, Stephanie (EXT)  
Sanders, Isaac (CCH)  
Spence, Talis (UNI) | Keech, Elizabeth  
(LIN)  
Lamberg, Annika  
(LMH)  
Mukherjee, Shayon  
(SEH)  
Redman, Annabel  
(SEH)  
Robb, Isobel (NEW) |

### FINAL YEAR (Weeks 1-4)

| 1. Mrs Keys  
Wednesday, 2pm  
Basement Seminar Room 2 (Wks 1,3);  
Ground Floor  
Lecture Room 1 (Wks 2,4) | 2. Dr Unkovskaya  
Thursday, 11am  
Basement Seminar Room 2 | 3. Dr Unkovskaya  
Thursday, 12pm  
Basement Seminar Room 2 | 4. Mrs Zorina  
Friday 10am  
Room T.7 | 5. Mrs Zorina,  
Friday, 11am  
Room T.7 |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Allen, Charles  
(SEH)  
Hilger, Eva (SOM)  
Kubekov, Alec  
(UNI)  
Onslow, James  
(UNI)  
Putt, Anastasia  
(QNS)  
Sanders, Alexander  
(UNI) | Bakowski, Kazimierz  
(ORL)  
Cornforth, Nicholas  
(CCH)  
Cox, Portia (STC)  
Harris, Annabel  
(NEW)  
Helm, Emma (PBK)  
Peck, Elizabeth  
(QNS) | Corrigan, Georgia  
(LMH)  
Cull, Philip (LMH)  
Harper, Benjamin  
(LIN)  
Salkeld, Isabella(QNS)  
Staddon Foster, Louis  
(LMH)  
Tibbles James (SEH) | Barnard, Ashley  
(SOM)  
Boyd, Rebecca (PBK)  
Crookenden-Johnson, Eve (STJ)  
Rooney, William  
(NEW)  
Shepard, Maria (NEW)  
Vowell, William (LIN) | Butler, Stefan (STJ)  
Edwards-Jones, Lorenzo (STC)  
Kelly, Ania (STJ)  
Ponsonby, William  
(STC)  
Ward, Alexander  
(SEH)  
Yovtcheva, Ana  
(LIN) |

Undergraduates are advised NOT to change groups unless there is a really strong reason for doing so. If you do have to change class, you need to agree this with both Tutors involved, and should arrange to swap with a person from the receiving group. Please also inform me of any such changes: natalia.keys@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk